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No claim is made by Trading Concepts, Inc. that the trading strategies shown here will result in
profits and will not result in losses. Trading may not be suitable for all recipients of this
Training Program. All comments, trading strategies, techniques, concepts and methods shown
within our Course are not and should not be construed as an offer to buy or sell stocks, ETFs,
futures, foreign currencies, and/or options – they are opinions based on market observation
and years of experience. Therefore, the thoughts expressed are not guaranteed to produce
profits in any way. All opinions are subject to change without notice. Each trader/investor is
responsible for his/her own actions, if any. Your opt-in to this information constitutes your
agreement to this disclaimer and exempts Trading Concepts, Inc. from any liability or litigation.
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Agenda

 We have roughly 1 hour of material that we want to go through 
with you today.

 Any questions that you decide to type in during our presentation, 
we will answer them for you at the end of this webinar.

 YES… we will be recording today’s session so if you cannot attend 
the entire webinar, you’ll be able to view the material later.

 We will also provide you with these slides in a PDF when we’re 
finished producing the video recording.
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Our Goals Today?

 Help you eliminate any confusion that you may have about reading the 
“bigger picture” context of the market so this way you're positioning 
yourself with the larger time frame institutional traders.

 You'll also learn how to confidently determine, early on in the trading 
day, whether or not the market is likely going to trend or trade sideways. 
This way you'll know whether or not to apply trend trading strategies or 
counter-trend trading strategies.

 A few Simple & Actionable Trading Strategies for trading the intraday 
Trends and for fading (applying counter-trend strategies to) Support and 
Resistance.
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Our Goals Today?

 How to trade Low Risk High Probability Consolidation Patterns in 
anticipation of the breakout and following the breakout.

 How to recognize a False Breakout and trade Failed Patterns.

 How to identify intraday Momentum Shifts and how to trade them.

 What to look for in Price to determine High Probability Support and 
Resistance.

 We want to pass some of our experience and knowledge along to 
you this evening so as to help you determine the best trade entries and 
exits for your trades.
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How are we going to stay on the right side of 
the market and position ourselves with the 

larger time frame institutional traders?
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How are we going to stay on the right side of 
the market and position ourselves with the 

larger time frame institutional traders?

We’re going to use an “anchor chart!”
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We’re going to look at a larger time frame 
chart that is 3 to 5 times our primary time 

frame chart (for example, if our primary time frame 
chart is a 3 minute chart, we could use the 15 minute 

chart to get the “bigger picture” context).
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What are we looking for on the larger 
time frame chart?

 SUPPORT and RESISTANCE
 Consolidation Patterns
 200 Exponential Moving Average
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Previous price action influences current 
price action.  In order to identify SUPPORT 

& RESISTANCE, we’re looking for…
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 Major areas of SUPPORT and RESISTANCE… where “old” Resistance 
has become “new” Support and where “old” Support has become 
“new” Resistance,

 Blow-Off Bars (Bottoming Tails or Topping Tails) that have caused 
major reversals (over several days or weeks),

 Expanded Range Bars or Gaps (launching points of “a move with 
conviction”), and

 Consolidation Extremes where several significant HIGHs and LOWs 
are found near same price levels/areas.
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In order to identify SUPPORT & RESISTANCE, we’re looking for… Major areas of SUPPORT and RESISTANCE, Blow-Off Bars 
(Bottoming Tails or Topping Tails),  Expanded Range Bars or Gaps (launching points of a directional move), and 
Consolidation Extremes.
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Consolidation Patterns indicate price acceptance and 
value… and is where Buyers and Sellers are in 

agreement with price.  

These “balance areas” will often act as SUPPORT and 
RESISTANCE areas… more particularly, the 50% 

MIDPOINT of Consolidation Patterns.
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The 50% MIDPOINT of a Consolidation Pattern will typically act as SUPPORT and 
RESISTANCE.
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Keep in mind, the markets are fractal in nature and 
display similar price action on different time frames.

There is typically a low risk high reward, and high 
probability trade, trading in the direction of the 

overall context of the market… at/near a 
Consolidation Pattern.
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There is typically a low risk high reward, and high probability trade, trading in the 
direction of the overall context of the market… at/near a Consolidation Pattern.
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The 200 Exponential Moving Average (EMA) is very 
common among institutional traders and retail 

traders.  Since so many traders watch and use this 
moving average, it becomes a self-fulfilling prophecy.
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It will not only act as SUPPORT in an UPTREND or 
RESISTANCE in a DOWNTREND… but it will act as a 
KEY INFLECTION POINT for providing us with the 

overall context of the market.
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It will not only act as SUPPORT in an UPTREND or 
RESISTANCE in a DOWNTREND… but it will act as a 
KEY INFLECTION POINT for providing us with the 

overall context of the market.

What does that mean?
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Where price is relative to the 200 EMA tells us who’s 
in control…  Buyers or Sellers… Bulls or Bears!

 When price action is above the 200 EMA, generally 
speaking, BUYERS are in CONTROL.

 When price action is below the 200 EMA, generally 
speaking, SELLERS are in CONTROL.

CAVEAT: The longer a TREND continues in one direction (typically, 3 to 
5 swings) the more likely the market is “tired” or “exhausted” and will 
likely start moving sideways and/or potentially reverse.
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Where price is relative to the 200 EMA tells us who’s in control…  When price action is above the 200 EMA, generally 
speaking, BUYERS are in CONTROL.  When price action is below the 200 EMA, generally speaking, SELLERS are in 
CONTROL.
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How are we going to confidently determine, 
early on in the trading day, whether or not the 

market is likely going to trend or trade 
sideways?
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In a trending market, we’ll be applying trend 
trading strategies, and in a sideways or range-

bound market, we’ll be applying counter-trend 
trading strategies intraday in real-time.
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We’re going to keep in mind the “bigger 
picture” context and use the NYSE TICK and 
the Advance / Decline (A/D) Lines to help us 

read the market in real-time and determine if 
the market is likely going to trend or trade 

sideways intraday.
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The NYSE TICK measures how many stocks are 
currently trading on an uptick minus how many 

stocks are currently trading on a downtick and shows 
us the overall sentiment (buying pressure and selling 

pressure) in the stock market.
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If the NYSE TICK is mostly trading…

 above the zero-line (with downside extremes holding at / above 
-400 and upside extremes pushing above +600), there is more 
buying pressure in the market and the market is likely in an 
UPTREND, 

 below the zero-line (with upside extremes holding at / below 
+400 and downside extremes pushing below -600), there is more 
selling pressure in the market and the market is likely in a 
DOWNTREND, or

 between -500/-600 and +500/+600, there is a lack of directional 
conviction (neither buyers nor sellers are more dominant) and 
the market is likely “neutral” or moving SIDEWAYS.
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If the NYSE TICK is mostly trading… above the zero-line (with downside extremes holding at / above -400 and upside 
extremes pushing above +600), there is more buying pressure in the market and the market is likely in an UPTREND.
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If the NYSE TICK is mostly trading… below the zero-line (with upside extremes holding at / below +400 and downside 
extremes pushing below -600), there is more selling pressure in the market and the market is likely in a DOWNTREND.
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If the NYSE TICK is mostly trading… between -500/-600 and +500/+600, there is a lack of directional conviction (neither 
buyers nor sellers are more dominant) and the market is likely “neutral” or moving SIDEWAYS.
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The Advance/Decline Line measures how many 
stocks are advancing (trading higher) versus how 

many stocks are declining (trading lower) compared 
to the prior day’s close.
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What is overall “bigger picture” context of the 
market and where are the Advance / Decline (A/D) 

Lines AND are they sustaining those levels or 
trending?
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If the A/D Lines…

 open at bullish to strongly bullish levels (S&P A/D > +350 and 

NYSE/NQ A/D > +1500), move higher and sustain bullish to strongly 
bullish levels, the market is likely in an UPTREND,

 open at bearish to strongly bearish levels (S&P A/D < -350 and 

NYSE/NQ A/D < -1500), move lower and sustain bearish to strongly 
bearish levels, the market is likely in a DOWNTREND,

 open up at extremes and start trending away from extremes (gap 
open lower and A/D lines start trending higher or gap open 
higher and A/D lines start trending lower), the market is likely 
TRENDING (will typically make an attempt to fill the gap).
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If the A/D Lines… open at bullish to strongly bullish levels (S&P A/D > +350 and NYSE/NQ A/D > +1500), 
move higher and sustain bullish to strongly bullish levels, the market is likely in an UPTREND.
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If the A/D Lines… open at bearish to strongly bearish levels (S&P A/D < -350 and NYSE/NQ A/D < -1500), 
move lower and sustain bearish to strongly bearish levels, the market is likely in a DOWNTREND,
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If the A/D Lines… open up at extremes and start trending away from extremes (gap open lower and A/D lines start 
trending higher or gap open higher and A/D lines start trending lower), the market is likely TRENDING (will typically make 
an attempt to fill the gap).
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If the A/D Lines…

 open up within neutral levels (S&P A/D < +200 and > -200 and NYSE/NQ 

A/D < +800 and > -800) and sustain these levels, the market is likely 
more “neutral” and two-sided (expect more of a range bound 
SIDEWAYS market)…

 expect deeper pullbacks (greater than 62%), with
 responsive buyers active at SUPPORT and responsive 

sellers at RESISTANCE
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If the A/D Lines… open up within neutral levels (S&P A/D < +200 and > -200 and NYSE/NQ A/D < +800 and > -800) and sustain
these levels, the market is likely more “neutral” and two-sided (expect more of a range bound SIDEWAYS market).  Expect deeper 
pullbacks (greater than 62%), with responsive buyers active at SUPPORT and responsive sellers at RESISTANCE.
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TRENDING Days…

Depending on how strong the TREND is (based on the A/D lines and 
the NYSE TICK) will determine how aggressive you need to be on 

entering the market and exiting for a profit.  

In an UPTREND, we are looking to buy “at wholesale prices” and when 
the NYSE TICK is below zero (between zero and -400 / -500).

In a DOWNTREND, we are looking to sell “at retail prices” and when 
the NYSE TICK is above zero (between zero and +400 / +500).
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In an UPTREND, we are looking to buy “at wholesale prices” and when the NYSE TICK 
is below zero (between zero and -400 / -500).
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In a DOWNTREND, we are looking to sell “at retail prices” and when the NYSE TICK is 
above zero (between zero and +400 / +500).
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SIDEWAYS “range bound / two sided” Days…

We’ll be watching the NYSE TICK and A/D lines closely to determine 
who is being more dominant (buyers or sellers) to determine our 
directional bias for the day.  We’ll be more selective with entries 

(preferably within support/resistance zones) and exit trades quicker.

At SUPPORT, we are looking to buy “at wholesale prices” and when the 
NYSE TICK is at downside extremes (between -500 and -600).

At RESISTANCE, we are looking to sell “at retail prices” and when the 
NYSE TICK is at upside extremes (between +500 and +600).
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If the A/D Lines open up within neutral levels (S&P A/D < +200 and > -200 and NYSE/NQ A/D < +800 and > -800) and/or 
are sustaining these levels… at SUPPORT, we are looking to buy “at wholesale prices” and when the NYSE TICK is at 
downside extremes (between -500 and -600).
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If the A/D Lines open up within neutral levels (S&P A/D < +200 and > -200 and NYSE/NQ A/D < +800 and > -800) and/or 
are sustaining these levels… at RESISTANCE, we are looking to sell “at retail prices” and when the NYSE TICK is at upside 
extremes (between +500 and +600).
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How to trade Low Risk High Reward Consolidation Patterns…

 Enter in the direction of the Breakout…
 On the Breakout
 On a re-test at/near the Breakout price
 At/near the 50% MIDPOINT of the Consolidation Pattern (or between the 

Breakout price and 50% MIDPOINT of the Consolidation Pattern)

 Place Initial Stop Loss…
 Between the 50% MIDPOINT of the Consolidation Pattern and the edge of 

the Consolidation Pattern opposite of the Breakout

 Logical Profit Objectives are…
 The width of the Consolidation Pattern
 R Multiples (R = Risk, 1R, 1.5R, 2R, etc.)
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Enter in the direction of the Breakout… on the Breakout, on a re-test at/near the Breakout, at/near the 50% MIDPOINT.  
Place Initial Stop Loss… between the 50% MIDPOINT of the Consolidation Pattern and the edge opposite of the Breakout.  
Logical Profit Objectives are… the width of the Consolidation Pattern or R Multiples.
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Enter in the direction of the Breakout… on the Breakout, on a re-test at/near the Breakout, at/near the 50% MIDPOINT.  
Place Initial Stop Loss… between the 50% MIDPOINT of the Consolidation Pattern and the edge opposite of the Breakout.  
Logical Profit Objectives are… the width of the Consolidation Pattern or R Multiples.
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A False Breakout (from a Consolidation Pattern) is confirmed 
when the 50% MIDPOINT of the Consolidation Pattern is 

broken in the opposite direction of the Breakout.

Hence, we are placing our Initial Stop Loss between the 50% 
midpoint of the consolidation pattern and the edge of the 

consolidation pattern opposite of the Breakout.
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A Failed (or “busted”) Pattern will typically result in 
momentum in the opposite direction as the majority 

of traders who traded the breakout are stuck in a 
losing position and forced to exit.
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A Failed (or “busted”) Pattern will typically result in momentum in the opposite direction as the majority 
of traders who traded the breakout are stuck in a losing position and forced to exit.
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How to identify Momentum Shifts…

A shift in momentum (or trend reversal) will typically 
occur after a market is “tired” or “exhausted.” 

Remember, the longer a TREND continues in one direction 
(typically, 3 to 5 swings) the more likely the market is

“tired” or “exhausted.”
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Can you answer “YES” to the following questions?

 Has the market traded 3 to 5 swings in one direction into larger time 
frame SUPPORT or RESISTANCE?

 Are we seeing price rejection at said SUPPORT or RESISTANCE (i.e. 
bottoming/topping tails, bullish/bearish expanded range bars)?

 Has the NYSE TICK potentially shifted?  Are we seeing new NYSE 
TICK highs above +600 up off of SUPPORT or new NYSE TICK lows 
below -600 down off of RESISTANCE?

 Are we seeing the Active High (AH) penetrated to the upside in the 
A/D lines up off of SUPPORT or the Active Low (AL) penetrated to 
the downside in the A/D lines down off of RESISTANCE?
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Identifying an Momentum Shift to the UPSIDE… Is the market exhausted trading lower into larger time frame SUPPORT?  
Are we seeing price rejection at said SUPPORT?  Are we seeing new NYSE TICK highs above +600 with the most recent AH 
penetrated to the upside in the A/D lines up off of SUPPORT?
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Identifying an Momentum Shift to the DOWNSIDE… Is the market exhausted trading higher into larger time frame 
RESISTANCE?  Are we seeing price rejection at said RESISTANCE?  Are we seeing new NYSE TICK lows below -600 with the 
most recent AL penetrated to the downside in the A/D lines down off of RESISTANCE?
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How to trade Momentum Shifts…

Momentum Shifts occur when the majority of 
traders just begin to realize they they’re stuck in a 

losing position and are forced to exit.  Price 
accelerates and pullbacks are minimal.

Our goal isn’t looking for the best possible entry price… but 
going with the momentum and jumping on board, as 

opposed to waiting for a normal pullback.
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How to trade Momentum Shifts…

 Enter in the direction of the Momentum Shift…
 When the NYSE TICK pulls back to its zero-line (get on board or you’ll 

likely be left in the dust and miss a large trade)

 Initial Stop Loss…
 Is just below most recent SUPPORT / just above most recent RESISTANCE 

(look to the left for price rejection, 50% midpoint of any consolidation 
pattern), or

 Use a volatility stop of 1.5 to 2 times the ATR of the time frame you’re 
executing your trades off of (i.e. the 3 minute chart)

 Logical Profit Objectives are…
 R Multiples (R = Risk, 1R, 1.5R, 2R, etc.)
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Enter in the direction of the Momentum Shift… when the NYSE TICK pulls back to its zero-line, Initial Stop Loss is just 
below most recent SUPPORT / just above most recent RESISTANCE, or use a volatility stop of 1.5 to 2 times the ATR, 
Logical Profit Objectives are R Multiples (R = Risk, 1R, 1.5R, 2R, etc.).
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http://tcprograms.com/webinarreplay-the-strategies-working-best-in-todays-emini-market/

As a subscriber to the Opening Bell Income Strategy DAILY™ you will learn a systematic approach for coming up 
with your daily routine so that you’re more prepared, disciplined, and consistently profitable. 

As a member of the Opening Bell Income Strategy DAILY™ you will receive...

FULL Unlimited Access to the Members Area.

DAILY Pre-Market Analysis & Key Trade Zones(updated every morning in the Members Area before the market 
opens) to help prepare you for the trading day

DAILY LIVE Market Video Recaps (we meet on-line each day Monday through Friday at 4:00pm ET) to go over 
the day’s price action and trade setups providing you with even more insight and continued education.

DAILY LIVE Q&A Coaching Sessions (we meet on-line each day Monday through Friday right after the DAILY LIVE 
Market Video Recap) where we spend time together and discuss the day's price action and trade setups. During 
this time, we'll answer any questions that you may have about the trades that set-up in the E-Mini S&P 500 
futures contract that day, answer any questions related to preparing for the trading day, using the market 
internals, and/or any other questions. You'll hear and learn from other traders as well. If you have a microphone 
we encourage you to participate in our discussions.

PLUS... you'll learn a whole lot more!

CLICK on the Hyperlink below to LEARN MORE…

http://tcprograms.com/webinarreplay-the-strategies-working-best-in-todays-emini-market/

